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AUmoas' REPLY:Bernadt & Emmanuel raise the
question of whether the difference in kappa values
between lCDâ€”b, ICDâ€”9, and DSMâ€”IIIâ€”Rhas
reached statistical significance. We are unaware of
any special statistical measure to do that.

As in many reliability studies, we used the guide
lines laid down by Landis & Koch (1977). Accord
ingly, a kappa value of 0.6-0.80 is considered good
or substantial agreement, and a kappa value above
0.80 is taken to indicate very good or almost perfect
agreement. On this basis we were able to reach the
conclusion that:

(a) for inter-rater reliability at three-digit level,
both ICDâ€”lOand ICDâ€”9proved to be gener
ally superior to DSMâ€”IIIâ€”R(kappa values of
+ 0.823, + 0.787, and + 0.636 respectively)

(b) for inter-rater reliability at four-digit level,
ICDâ€”b0was clearly superior to both DSM
IIIâ€”Rand ICDâ€”9(kappa values of +0.80,
+ 0.63, and + 0.62 respectively)

(c) for all systems, inter-rater reliability at three
and four-digit levels was above + 0.80, thus it
was difficult to reach any conclusion out of
those figures.

As for the requested tabulation, this would be
impossible to construct as the ratings were made
for each system separately. We accept the comment
made on the kappa being base-rate dependent as we
had no access to Shrout et al's (1987) paper (see
above).

We value the comments made by Dr Furukawa
that clarifies an area of misunderstanding. However,
we believe that our statement stands true as there is
no contradiction with Dr Furukawa's comment and
it does not imply that reliability has to be greater
than validity, but only indicates strong positive
correlation between both.
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Helzer (1985), the source Okasha et a!quote. Briefly,
the lower the base rate the more important chance
agreement becomes, that is, when prevalence is low,
chance agreement about the many negative cases is
disproportionately large in comparison with possible
disagreement about the few positive cases. Thus, the
lower kappa values associated with low base rates
represent â€œ¿�validquantification of chance-corrected
diagnosticagreementâ€•(Shrouteta!,1987).
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SIR: Okasha et a!, in the discussion of their compara
tive reliability study of several operational diagnostic
systems(Journal,May 1993,162,621-626)writethat
â€œ¿�it[reliabilityj establishes the ceiling for validity, the
lower it is, the lower validity necessarily becomesâ€•.
The first half of their statement is correct, but the
second half unfortunately represents a misunder
standing which might be common among some psy
chiatrists who read or write about reliability and
validity of their diagnoses.

In the first place it is important to remember that it
is not the reliability coefficient itself but the square
root thereof that sets the upper bound of the validity
coefficient (Carmines & Zeller, 1979), and therefore
validity can theoretically be larger than reliability.
The crucial point here, however, is that, to quote
Meehl (a renowned psychometrician),

â€œ¿�usuallythe operative validity (net attenuated construct
validity) runs far below that upper bound.... Hence,
alterations in the format of assessment or in the content
sampled, which might under some circumstances reduce
reliability, could nevertheless increase the net attenuated
construct validity. Similarly, changes in content or for
mat that increase reliability may theoretically decrease
validityâ€•(Meehl, 1986).

The same author cites the modified Rorschach test,
which attempted during World War H to test large
numbers of people and to increase the reliability by
altering the original open-ended, unstructured for
mat, as an example of the latter paradox because â€œ¿�it
seemed to eliminate whatever slight validity the
instrument had as usually administered.â€• (MeehI,
1986)
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